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Westerners have long admired certain qualities of the Eastern spirituality.
This article examines the Hindu religious tradition through myths and
scripture, moral teachings and contemporary comment, to explore the Hindu
vision of how human beings fit into the larger universe, and how we ought to
interact with other creatures. This article is not critical in nature, but reveals
how much we might learn from the spiritual and moral teachings of the
Hindu tradition concerning our proper place in nature.
I do not turn away my dog; I turn away you.
(Mahabharata)
Animals are spiritually important in India. Evidence from the earliest known
Indian civilization indicates that animals had religious significance.
Excavations have unearthed images of bulls, unicorns, elephants, and tigers
on clay seals (Munsterberg 18–19; Zimmer, plate 21–23). The titles of many
Vedic hymns are named after animals, including “The Frogs,” “The Cows,”
and “The Bird.” “The Frogs” presents the croaking of frogs as equivalent to
the religious chanting of priests; both were viewed as critical to bringing rain
in the proper season, and rain was understood to be essential to all living
things (Maurer 208).
Animals hold “something of the divine” in India (Coomaraswamy15–16).
Indian literature teaches Hindus to love nature and wild animals. Animal life
and the wilderness shine in the Mahabharata (an epic composed between
400 BCE and 400 ACE). The story-line describes lakes “where elephants
bathed and flocks of swans and wild red geese rested”; deserts, mountains,
and deep forests form the setting for this engaging epic that so warmly
describes the rich, varied, and beautiful animals living in the forests of India
(Mahabharata 155):
[T]he rain began to fall and all the Earth was peaceful. In the forests
of Kailasa, while the rain fell day and night, the animals were talking—
the yak and the deer, the monkeys and boars and bears, the
elephants and oxen, lions and leopards, buffalo and tigers—and the
frogs ran joyfully about, and the sparrows and cuckoos sang.
(Mahabharata 167)

The lives and well-being of these many unnamed animals are placed on a
par with that of humans. When a young woman meets an ascetic in the
forest, she asks, “Is all well with your life here, and with your trees, and with
the animals and birds that live with you?” (Mahabharata 127). Similarly,
when the fire god, Agni, is hungry and needs to consume a forest in order to
regain his strength, he asks permission from Krishna. Krishna asks if there
are any people, animals, birds, or trees that will be harmed. Agni replies that
the animals will run away, the birds will fly away, and “the trees have their
roots beyond my reach” (Mahabharata 81).
As these noteworthy characters demonstrate, we are to be mindful of any
aspect of nature that we might harm, and compassionate.
In another portion of the Mahabharata, one of the Pandava brothers visits
the castle of the God of Wealth, finding “a castle of gold and crystal; the
huge high walls of jewels and watery pearls. . . ; the soaring towers and
turrets of silver and ivory, with clear windows of diamond sheets and sharp
roofs of turquoise and lapis lazuli. . . ; and the gardens of flowers and trees
outside the wall, where uncut piles of gems slept in the shade. All wealth
was there” (Mahabharata 161).
Because the Pandava has seen this splendid palace, the God of Wealth
assumes he is a thief and prepares to kill the intruder. But before the God of
Wealth can strike, the always-spiritual Pandava refers to animals in order to
reveal the impracticality and ultimate worthlessness of worldly splendors:
“All these things you have are overlooked by the birds and dismissed by the
animals” (Mahabharata 163).
“Speaking animals appear in some of the most ancient texts of India, going
back to the early first millennium BCE” (Olivelle xi). Many animals
communicate with humans in the popular Indian epic, Mahabharata. These
animal characters are sometimes just as they appear, but other times they
are human beings, or even gods in animal form. There is no clear division in
the Hindu tradition between gods and people, or between gods, people, and
animals. In other instances these characters are a mix—a divine animal, or a
creature with both human and animal traits (Mahabharata xix).
Animals are individuals and persons in Indian sacred literature. Some animal
characters are noble and heroic, or holy, while others are lowly and evil—
just like their human counterparts. Hindu readers think nothing of a swan or
a deer, a character in their sacred texts, who is preaching or who lives in an
organized community, complete with rulers and nuclear family units, just
like a human community. A contemporary Indian scholar comments: “And
who could tell what was the store of wisdom garnered behind the little old

face of the grey ape out of the forest, or hoarded by the coiled snake in her
hole beside the tree?” (Coomaraswamy 16). In the Hindu tradition, animals
are given the benefit of any doubt and assumed to be persons not unlike
ourselves.
To this day in the Indian imagination there is a unique sympathy with animal
expression. Man or boy, gentle and simple alike, telling some story of mouse
or squirrel, will bring the tale to a climax with the very cries and movements
of the creature he has watched. It is assumed instinctively that at least the
fundamental feelings, if not the thoughts, of furred and feathered folk are
even as our own. And it is here, surely in this swift interpretation, in this
deep ignition of kinship, that we find the real traces of temper that went into
the making long ago of. . . the gentle faiths. (Coomaraswamy 14)
In the Mahabharata, animals are insightful and generally stand on the side
of the good. For example, animal cries alert the main characters, the
Pandavas (five brothers), when enemies enter the forest. A fawn reports
that their mutual wife has been stolen, allowing them to pursue the thief in a
timely manner (Mahabharata 176–77). It is through listening to the “deer
and bear among the trees” that one brother learns that he is not under a
spell, but is in his right mind. And when a snake bites, the bite is for the
“victim’s” own good, allowing a pursued man to become deformed, twisted,
and ugly so that his enemies will not find him. The Naga that bites even
provides two pieces of silk to don when the man is ready to assume his
normal appearance (Mahabharata 131). Snakes are often spiritually powerful
and benevolent in the Hindu tradition.
Hindu myths teach that animals and humans were once closer and
communicated on equal terms. For example, the equally popular epic, the
Ramayana (composed between 300 BCE and 300 CE), has primary animal
characters such as Jambavan the bear and Jatayu the eagle. Lakshmana—
Rama’s brother and a key character in the epic—was himself a human
incarnation of the Great Serpent Adisesha in whose coils Vishnu rested. For
these characters, whatever their form or shape, when they spoke and acted,
“their physical appearance passed unnoticed” (Ramayana 98). The eagle
Jatayu “nobly” fights for the good, and loses his life in the process
(Ramayana 128). By an “effort of will” he stays alive long enough to inform
Rama of what has happened, which begins the main storyline, the allimportant search for Sita (Ramayana 95). Jatayu’s older brother, also a
gigantic and noble bird, later joins the search and battle to recover Sita
(Ramayana 129).
Family relations are no less important for an eagle than they are for a
human. The bear community also comes forward to fight for the good.

Jambavan the bear is “full of knowledge and wisdom” and provides
important council as the tale unfolds. Each animal is intelligent, cultured,
and sports her or his own spirit, achievements, and physique
(Ramayana128). Animals are individuals, and many are primary characters
in this sacred story that is central to Indian religion.
Animals also play a very prominent role in the Pancatantra, compiled for the
instruction of princes between the third and fifth century CE (probably from
stories that had been told and retold for centuries, and which have also
influenced the Buddhist tradition). These colorful stories teach principles of
good government and public policy through fables. In this text “instruction is
carried out by animals and the teaching is all about good or wise conduct”
(Rukmani 106). Characters include crocodiles, owls, monkeys, bulls, fish,
pigeons, snakes, mongoose, frogs, sparrows, tigers, jackals, cranes, crows,
crabs, biting insects, cats, and many more. Each animal is endowed with
personality (both good and bad), personal interest (such as not to suffer and
to be well fed), desires (such as to have bodily safety and companionship),
and inclinations to be noble or evil, just or unjust. “Humans and others share
the world equally in the Pancatantra, and they are all governed by the same
natural laws” (Rukmani 107). In these stories, compassion and nonviolence
extend outward into the larger world of life.
For example, in the Pancatantra chapter on “friendship”, a crow, pigeon,
mouse, tortoise, and deer become fast friends through a host of engaging
occurrences. They weather trials and tribulations, share their personal
histories, and rescue one another from hardship, as each character needs
help in turn. Readers are intended to learn moral lessons from these animal
characters. At one point, the pigeon is caught and the mouse chews through
the netting to free him. But the pigeon insists that all other animals be
rescued first, because a leader always takes care of underlings before taking
care of self. When the mouse loses his wealth, and concurrently his followers
and fortunes, the crow carries him to safety. Thus the mouse learns that
wealth is easily lost, while other aspects of existence are more enduring and
worthy of pursuit—such as friendship. Next, the deer becomes caught in a
trap; the crow finds him and carries the mouse over to cut the leather ties.
The tortoise comes along at last, to see if his friend is safe. But as the deer
is released, a hunter arrives, taking the tortoise away in fresh binds. The
remaining friends hatch a scheme to save the tortoise: the deer lies by a
nearby lake, with the crow pretending to peck his eyes. The hunter drops
the tortoise to rush over and claim the “dead” deer. Meanwhile, the mouse
cuts the leather bindings and frees the tortoise, who slips into the lake. The
deer then leaps up before the hunter has reached his prize, and the crow
flies away while the mouse runs off. The hunter is left empty-handed.
The hunter in this story is viewed as cruel, and is thwarted at every turn by

the animals he seeks to kill. The importance of the Pancatantra reaches
beyond young princely readers. These texts are understood to offer sound
moral advice for all. This story blatantly notes that hunters disrupt the lives
of animals, terrifying them and destroying their families and communities.
Hunters are also mocked for incompetence, greed, and their fundamentally
bloodthirsty intent, reminding all readers that eating flesh is a choice, a
choice that is not available to those who hold compassion for other creatures
(Olivelle 71–104).
An anti-hunting message is not surprising, given that the Pancatantra, like
most sacred Indian writings, affords life a high value and teaches
nonviolence. In the above story of the four friends, when the deer is young,
he is rescued by a “noble” man who saves the deer from being beaten by
“thoughtless people.” They are beating the deer because he speaks to
human beings. In a noteworthy yet not unusual line, the nobleman remarks,
“All species of animals. . . do indeed speak, but not in front of people”
(Olivelle 99). Later in the story, the mouse offers the crown of moral
spiritual teachings: “What’s righteousness? Compassion on all beings”
(Olivelle 91). Here we have not only personality and intelligent behavior with
intent, but also a clear moral statement protecting the lives and wellbeing of
animals.
Hunters are also mocked in the Mahabharata. Early on in the story, a king
shoots a stag that is mating. “[T]he stag looked up at him and with tears in
his eyes asked, ‘Why have you done this? ’” (Mahabharata 31). For his
indiscretion the deer curses the king: “Death will strike you down when you
next make love” (Mahabharata 31). And so the hunter hands his kingdom
over to his son and ultimately dies young, in the arms of his wife. Deer
expect a measure of decency, even from hunters.
Similarly, when exiled into the forest, one of the great and holy Pandavas,
Yudhishthira, is approached by the deer in a dream: “[W]e are the deer of
this forest. Majesty, now only very few of us remain, like seeds, like broken
words; if you do not leave us we shall all perish for your food”
(Mahabharata142). In the morning he tells his brothers, “We must move on
and let the forest animals recover” (Mahabharata 142). In another portion of
this epic, a swan that has been captured says, “Do not hurt me. Let me go”
(Mahabharata 120). The swan promises to help the man if he turns the bird
loose, and the swan is as good as his word (Mahabharata 120–22).
Animals characters in Hindu stories make it clear to all that they want to
live, just as people do, and can be allies if protected and preserved. Another
king in the Mahabharata, “angry that a deer had escaped him. . . , mortally
wounded a serpent who meant him no harm” (11). The snake curses the

king “for his cruelty,” vowing that the king will be bitten by a snake, and die,
within seven days. Nagas are powerful, and though the king tries to protect
himself, the snake gains access to the king in the form of a beetle and sinks
his fangs deep. The king’s son then uses his magic to try to kill the powerful
Naga. A man who is half Naga then arrives on the scene and describes to the
king where he can find the Naga he wishes to kill. For his assistance he is
granted one wish, and of course he asks that the life of the serpent be
spared. In remarkable contrast with the first few chapters of Genesis, the
story ends with an encouragement that snakes and people live in peace with
one another: “[H]ave no fear of any serpent but think—Serpents of good
fortune, live in peace here with our dear ones” (Mahabharata 14).
Other Hindu stories seem remarkably bloody (as do Western rhymes and
fables, where wolves swallow grandmas and are then sliced open, or where
“four and twenty blackbirds” are “baked in a pie”). Along the lines of more
violent stories, a pigeon tells of how a covetous passerby ventured to take a
golden bangle from a cunning tiger. The tiger waxed eloquent about his
religious observances and benevolent nature. The covetous traveler decided
to trust the tiger in order to gain the bangle. Needless to say, he became the
tiger’s dinner, and the golden bangle remained as a lure for the next
wayfarer greedy enough to risk life and limb for material gain (Embree,
Hindu 177–78). Here, a pigeon plays the role of sage, offering worthy
warnings about greed to any who might listen. Meanwhile, the carnivorous
nature of the tiger is clearly not the best option, for those able to choose. In
the Pancatantra any species can play the role of sage or villain for the
purpose of teaching a moral lesson.
The Ramayana features the god, Vishnu, in the form of the man, Rama, who
is married to Sita. As noted, this holy epic has many lively animal
characters, who engage in exciting adventures. The monkey community
helps Rama—an incarnation of a god. This story reveals that monkey society
has its own code of ethics, distinct from the moral code of human beings,
though in many ways the same (Ramayana 111). These hordes of
nonhuman primates are critical to his success, and are “beings endowed with
extraordinary intelligence, speech, immeasurable strength and nobility, and
were of godly parentage” (Ramayana 98). Rama felt an “instinctive
compassion” for the king of the monkeys and his community (Ramayana
99).
The monkey hero Hanuman, ignorant of both the depths of his learning and
his physical powers, rises to Godhood by helping Rama. He is a mighty and
powerful monkey, who can fly through the air, roar like thunder, and wreak
havoc with his exceptionally long tail (Storm 127). Hanuman is commander
in chief of the monkey army, fighting on the side of the gods, bearing almost

the “entire burden” of the war, in a classic story of the struggle between the
powers of goodness and evil (Ramayana 145). Hanuman and his monkey
community do most of the work to build a bridge to the island, Lanka, where
abducted Sita is being held by the evil demon, Ravana. This allows Rama’s
army (composed of bears and monkeys) to storm the demon fortress and
rescue Rama’s wife. Before the battle begins, Hanuman turns into a cat to
find Rama’s lost wife, Sita. He then returns to monkey form and gives Sita a
token from Rama, instilling hope in the unhappy prisoner. Hanuman then
reveals himself to the enemy, who lights his tail on fire. Hanuman simply
assumes his full, gigantic form, and rushes through the streets of Ravana’s
town setting the enemy city ablaze. Later, he returns with the bears and
Rama to defeat Ravana (who is neither human nor animal). At one point
“Hanuman hoisted Rama on his shoulders and charged” into battle
(Ramayana 133, 142–43, 144,147). The great god is carried to war by the
monkey, Hanuman.
After the battle, Hanuman perceives the good in one who crosses the lines
from the enemy’s side. Hanuman’s insight allows this “traitor to evil” to
become the new king in place of the evil Ravana. Hanuman is essential to
the victory of light over dark, of goodness over evil (Basham 80–81), as are
the many other monkeys, and bears, in Rama’s army. They animals fight on
the side of the good.
Hanuman the monkey is not only a fierce fighter for good (and a prankster),
but a god himself. He is honored and worshiped by Hindus for his spiritual
devotion—his loyalty to the great god, Rama.
Hanuman is said to be present wherever Rama’s name is even whispered. At
a corner of any hall, unnoticed, he would be present whenever the story of
Rama is narrated to an assembly. He can never tire of hearing about Rama,
his mind having no room for any other object. The traditional narrator, at
the beginning of his story-telling, will always pay a tribute to the unseen
Hanuman, the god who had compressed within himself so much power,
wisdom, and piety. Hanuman emerges in the Ramayana as one of the most
important and worshipful characters; there is a belief that to meditate on
him is to acquire immeasurable inner strength and freedom from fear.
(Ramayana 170)
While others are slow to comprehend the magnitude of searchers who come
into their village, Hanuman immediately recognizes the great god Vishnu, in
the form of Rama (Ramayana 99). Hanuman’s mind is “always fixed on
Rama,” and Indian art sometimes portrays Hanuman ripping open his chest
to reveal Rama and his wife, Sita. There, in the core of this monkey’s body,
where his heart should be, dwells God (Ramayana122).

It may be questioned whether there is in the whole of literature another
apotheosis of loyalty and self-surrender like that of Hanuman. He is the
Hindu ideal of the perfect servant, the servant who finds full realization of
manhood, of faithfulness, of his obedience; the subordinate whose glory is in
his own inferiority. (Coomaraswamy 22)
Hanuman is worshiped because he is devoted to god, because he fights on
the side of goodness, and because he does all of these things in a humble
and selfless manner. In contrast, the cruel and selfish heart of Ravana is
vulnerable, and it is through his deficient heart that he is ultimately defeated
(Ramayana 159). Hanuman is thus a model of how people ought to
approach the divine. This monkey’s image is found in nearly every ancient
fort in south India, and he remains “one of the main deities in most villages
of northern India (Danielou 173).
Hanuman also makes an appearance in the Mahabharata, the epic in which
Vishnu is incarnated as Krishna. When the great god and his associates are
wandering the forests, Bhima, one of five great warriors called the
Pandavas, stumbles upon a monkey lying in the trail. Hanuman, in his
trickster suit, decides to teach at least one human how to behave
respectfully. And it just so happens that the man he will teach is a brave,
mighty, holy, and much-honored Pandava:
“Out of my way monkey!” cried Bhima. “Get away!”
The monkey only opened his sleepy red eyes a little and shut them
again.
“Go away and let me by!” said Bhima.
The monkey looked at him for a while, licked his sharp white teeth
with his coppery tongue, and said, “I am ill, and was resting
peacefully. We animals are ignorant, but why have you no better
manners? And what is a dunce like you doing here anyway? ”
Bhima frowned and bit his lip. “Then who are you in the shape of a
monkey?” he asked.
“Why you simpleton, I am a monkey! Can’t you see well? Please, go
on home and learn to be a gentleman. ”
“You’re in my way,” said Bhima, “so move.”

“Ah, great hero,” sighed the monkey, “I am too sick to get up. I
haven’t even the strength to crawl away. It takes all my energy just to
breathe. The unearthly honor of talking to you will probably kill me. ”
(Mahabharata 157)
Hanuman, always a favorite, never fails to bring a smile. After thus insulting
one of the mighty Pandavas, the mouthy little monkey invites Bhima to
simply move his tail and proceed, but of course he cannot, since Hanuman’s
tail is immense, no matter how inconspicuous he may appear. Bhima is the
mightiest of men, son of the wind-god, who shares the strength of the
deities. “Bhima caught the monkey’s tail in his left hand to push it away, but
it would not move. He grabbed it with both hands and pulled and strained
and rolled his eyes till he was exhausted. But for his life Bhima could not
move that monkey’s tail even the width of a barley corn” (Mahabharata
159). Bhima soon concludes that the ordinary-looking monkey is none other
than Hanuman, and greets him with due respect. Passages such as this
remind people that god sometimes appears in animal form, and that
sometimes an animal is simply divine, as is the case with Hanuman. Such
stories remind those of faith to treat animals with respect.
Indian deities are associated with an animal that serves as their “vehicle and
companion” (Coomaraswamy 16–17). Consequently, Hindu goddesses and
gods are often depicted in the company of animals. For instance, Shiva rides
on his trusty bull, Nandi, who is the giver of life. Nandi is associated with the
lofty principles of justice and virtue. In temples dedicated to Shiva, Nandi
often stands at the entrance. Skanda, son of Shiva, flies through the air on a
peacock and has the rooster as his emblem (Danielou, plate 19, 22). The
great god Brahma rides a goose, a bird known for migrating great distances,
“a symbol to Hindus of the soul’s quest for release” (Brockington 195). The
fierce goddess Durga wields a battery of weapons and rides a powerful lion
(or tiger). Ganesha keeps company with a rat who controls all things hidden,
including the soul or atman. Vishnu is associated with Garuda, a mythical
bird (half bird/beast, half man) who represents the magical sounds of the
sacred scripture, the essence of knowledge, and who transports people from
one world to another (Danielou 220, 298, 288, 296, xxvii, 160, plate 20). In
more ancient texts, Garuda stands on his own, and becomes associated with
Vishnu only in later writings (Brockington 195). These diverse animals are
among the oldest characters in Indian lore, dating back to a time when
nature deities reigned. They are also among the most colorful and beloved,
as is the case with Hanuman.
Vishnu is often depicted reclining on the coils of the cosmic serpent amid the
cosmic ocean (Zimmer 60–61). Nagas, semi-divine serpents, guard the
waters and are “superior to man” (Zimmer 63). While there are stories of

naughty snakes, as in the case of Kaliya in Krishna mythology, snakes are
not hated or killed in India, no matter how deadly. In central India I
witnessed two men with a stick and a bucket who picked up a cobra from a
sidewalk outside a temple, and carried it away to a safer location. Snakes
are not viewed as “other” in the Hindu tradition; south Indian royalty have
often proudly claimed nagas in their ancestral lines (Zimmer 63). In any
case, violence and killing are not consistent with the spiritual life in the
Hindu tradition. For thousands of years, respect and compassion have
prevented violence against snakes, rats, cockroaches, and pretty much
every creature of the earth.
Hindu gods often interact closely with animals. Stories of Krishna would not
be complete without images of his boyhood, cavorting cattle and pea-fowl in
the countryside around his home (Dwivedi 7). He spares the life of the
naughty serpent, Kaliya, partly for the sake of his snake-wives. As an infant,
he is sometimes depicted suckling directly from a cow, with his mother’s
help, and with the calf alongside. Myths tell of his childish delight when he
grabbed the tails of cows to be pulled through mud and manure (O’Flaherty,
Hindu 219).
As he grows older he tends cattle for his family, as most rural Indian
children still do. Stories of Krishna’s youth among cattle express tender
affection between cows and calves, and emphasize the dependence of calves
on their devoted mothers (Gosvami 157). Krishna takes seriously his duties
as a cowherd, as do the other boys, and the gentle bovines are well cared
for. The youthful Krishna is often depicted in Indian art playing a flute
alongside a gentle cow.
In the Hindu religious tradition, no clear line divides human beings, gods,
and animals. Hindu religious texts are filled with stories of divinities such as
Hanuman as animals (Embree, Hindu 210–11). The gods also take animal
form in the course of their godly duties. The great god Shiva manifests as
men and women. . . , aquatic animals. . . tortoises and fishes and conchs. . .
. Indeed, the illustrious god assumes the forms of all creatures too that live
in holes. He assumes the forms of tigers and lions and deer, of wolves and
bears and birds, fowls and of jackals as well. He it is that assumes the forms
of swans and crows and peacocks, of chameleons and lizards and storks.
(Embree, Hindu 235)
Similarly, the great god Vishnu is not only the great man, Rama, but also
fish, tortoise, boar, and man-lion (Danielou 165). Each animal—including
Rama—is just one form assumed for the purpose of setting the balance
straight between good and evil. For instance, Vishnu’s fish incarnation is
explained in the Matsya Purana. This fish is the savior in the Hindu flood
myth. A devout man comes upon a tiny fish while engaged in oblations. He

perceives the fish’s vulnerability and protects the little fish, but the fish
quickly outgrows its new quarters and cries “Save me! Save me! I have
come to you for refuge!” (O’Flaherty, Hindu 182). Vishnu, in the form of this
fast-growing fish, soon becomes gigantic and must ultimately be turned
loose in the sea. This fish then, in turn, saves the worthy devotee, the man
whose compassion has proven him worthy. When the flood comes, the fish
pulls the man over the waters in a boat that the fish instructs him to build.
How does Vishnu, in tiny fish form, come to see that this man is worthy of
being saved from the ensuing great flood? On hearing of the flood, this
man’s only wish was to “be able to protect the multitude of all beings,
moving and still, when the dissolution takes place” (O’Flaherty, Hindu 182).
As a tortoise, Vishnu helps the gods churn the ocean so that they can obtain
the nectar of immortality, with which they defeat the demons and restore
order to the universe (Embree, Hindu 210). The cosmic snake, often
depicted with Vishnu, also helps the gods obtain the nectar, by allowing
himself to be used as a rope with which to churn the waters (O’Flaherty,
Hindu 275). As a result of this churning, precious animals are brought to
earth, including s man-lion best demonstrates that gods, people, and
animals can all be one and the same. In this story, a pious boy is being
persecuted by his powerful and cruel father. The evil father, through
previous piety, received a boon from the gods, and therefore “could not be
killed by day or by night, by god, man, or beast, inside or outside his palace”
(Danielou 169). Vishnu comes to the rescue, arriving “at twilight (neither
day nor night) as a lion-headed man (neither man nor beast)” among the
pillars on the porch (neither inside nor outside the palace) (Danielou 169).
The man-lion is at once god, man, and beast, and saves the world from evil.
Ganesha, son of the great God Shiva, provides another fine example of a
deity who is god, man, and beast. Ganesha has a short, squat body, a
broken tusk, a potbelly protruding beneath his four arms, and an elephant’s
head (Danielou 293). He did not always have such a distinctive head, but
when his head was severed by accident, he was given an elephant’s head
(Embree, Sources 330). Ganesha’s unusual head is never viewed as ghastly
or problematic—even by his mother—but as “auspicious” (Embree, Sources
329). His strange appearance, including the uncertainty as to whether he is
man or beast, has not harmed his (Embree, Sources 330). Ganesha’s
unusual head is never viewed as ghastly or problematic—even by his
mother—but as “auspicious” (Embree, Sources 329). His strange
appearance, including the uncertainty as to whether he is man or beast, has
not harmed his popularity. “Not only is he worshiped at the beginning of
every enterprise, his image is seen at the entrance of every house, of every
sanctuary” (Danielou 293). Ganesha, for all of his power, is “gentle, calm,

and friendly, a god who loves man and is loved by him” (Coomaraswamy
18).
Not only are gods and animals (including humans) often indistinct, but so
are people and animals. In the Mahabharata, a red deer gives birth to a
young one that is half human and half deer. This little one grows up in the
forest. A great drought comes to the area, and in the nearby city it is
learned that only “a man with a pure heart” can save them
(Mahabharata145). It is predicted that, if such a man were to ask, rains
would return. The villagers are aware of the deer-man, and they know that
he is “as innocent as a deer” (Mahabharata 145). He is lured into the city,
and when he arrives, so do the rains.
The Indian philosophy of reincarnation, or transmigration, links all forms of
life (Dwivedi 7), diminishing the sense of individual self and strengthening
links with every other living being. Transmigration is the belief that, after
death, souls lodge in another body—not simply another human body, but
any body (Embree, Hindu 50). Transmigration has been an ongoing process
for eons, in Indian philosophy. Therefore, who we are now is merely “an
infinitesimal part of a much larger picture that encompasses all of life”
(Kinsley 64). Every animal, whether primate or rodent, at some point across
incalculable eons, was reincarnated as our mother, brother, or best friend.
Transmigration fosters an understanding of all species, every individual of
every species, as kin (Kinsley 64). Not only is every other creature our
relative (in the sense of having been of the same family in previous lives)
but we also are every other species because we might be reborn as a civet
or jackal in our next life. Reincarnation helps Hindus to see themselves in
every other living being, and to see every other living being in themselves.
Furthermore, inasmuch as Indians see God in humanity, they must also find
the divine in animals. “Hindu belief in the cycle of birth and rebirth, wherein
a person may come back as an animal or a bird, means that Hindus are
called to give other species not only respect, but reverence” (Dwivedi 6).
In the Indian tradition, reincarnation and the condition of one’s next life are
based on karma. Karma means “action”—actions determine karma. Karma is
a force of justice whereby “every act carries with it an inevitable result”
(Embree, Hindu 51). We are the rulers of our own fate, and we reap
precisely what we sow (Embree, Hindu 62). Our actions toward animals help
determine our future existences. In the Hindu worldview, all living beings are
in moral relationship to one another; we are defined morally by our conduct
toward nature (Curtin 71). This spiritual reality is evidenced in an
unwillingness to destroy even a poisonous snake.

Hindu sacred texts called the Shastra offer an example of morality reaching
across species through transmigration. In this story a woman who wishes to
avoid the realms of hell asks, “[W]hat action is it that is good for all
creatures?” (O’Flaherty, Textual 124). She asks this because, for Hindus, the
“pain a human being causes other living beings. . . will have to be suffered
by that human being later, either in this life or in a later rebirth” (Jacobsen
289). Those aspiring to a relatively pain-free future existence must avoid
even the accidental killing of other entities (Basham 59). Harming other life
forms brings bad karma (McGee 84). Bad action, bad results. Human fate is
determined by how we behave toward the myriad beings with whom we live.
One might argue that karma does not lend one to care about other
creatures, but only about one’s self—one’s future lives (Nelson 142). Such
an outlook focuses overly on motive. For the cow that was not killed for
hamburger, the reason matters little. She will stand in the hot Indian sun
and chew her cud, not minding that the Hindu may, ultimately, have had a
selfish motive for sparing her life. In any event, one would look far and wide
for a Hindu who believes that the divine does not discern motive.
Hindu teachings of reincarnation and karma lead naturally to ahimsa, an
injunction of “non-injury toward all living beings” (Jacobsen 287). Ahimsa
literally means “not to harm” and is most often translated as “nonviolence”;
it is perhaps in the concept of ahimsa that the Indian tradition most
adamantly supports animal liberation. In the Hindu tradition, the common
Christian precept to “love thy neighbor as thyself,” is enhanced so that
“every living being is thy neighbor” (Kushner 148). Every Hindu is
encouraged to practice nonviolence toward “the community of all beings,”
“to inflict the minimum amount of violence” (Kinsley 65). The thirteenthcentury Hindu poet, Jnanadeva, put words to this common Hindu spiritual
ideal: “Let universal friendship reign among all beings” (Embree, Hindu
250).
Another Indian religion, the Jain tradition, is best known for ahimsa. It is in
one branch of the Jain tradition that people walk with whisks to brush away
insects that they might otherwise inadvertently trample, and wear cloth over
their mouths to avoid the possibility of inhaling an insect. Many will not boil
water, knowing that this process kills life-forms. Jain literature and belief are
indebted to the larger Hindu tradition not only for the concept of ahimsa, but
also for the concepts of karma and reincarnation. Jain scriptures comment:
“In hurting [animals] men hurt themselves, /And will be born again among
them” (Embree, Sources 64).
Jains also share the Hindu sense of animals as people, with voices that
grieve when harmed:

From clubs and knives, stakes and maces, breaking my limbs,
An infinite number of times I have suffered without hope.
By keen-edged razors, by knives and shears,
Many times I have been drawn and quartered, torn apart and
skinned.
Helpless in snares and traps, a deer,
I have been caught and bound and fastened, and often I have been
killed.
A helpless fish, I have been caught with hooks and nets;
An infinite number of times I have been killed and scraped, split and
gutted.
A bird, I have been caught by hawks or trapped in nets,
Or held fast by birdlime, and I have been killed an infinite number of
times. . . .
Ever afraid, trembling, in pain and suffering,
I have felt the utmost sorrow and agony. . . .
In every kind of existence I have suffered
Pains that have scarcely known reprieve for a moment.
(Embree, Sources 63)
For the famous Hindu, Mahatma Gandhi, who was influenced by the Jain
tradition, “ahimsa was not just a way of living, but an eternal quality of truth
itself” (Shinn 219). To live a spiritual life, to live a life of truth, was to
practice ahimsa (Shinn 220). Gandhi writes, “A votary of ahimsa therefore
remains true to his faith if the spring of all his actions is compassion, if he
shuns to the best of his ability the destruction of the tiniest creature, tries to
save it, and thus incessantly strives to be free from the deadly coil of himsa
[harm/violence]”(Gandhi 349). Gandhi was, of course, a vegetarian—but not
quite a vegan—for he drank goat’s milk. When he learned of “the tortures to
which cows and buffaloes were subjected by their keepers,” he was resolved
to give up milk, but eventually began to drink goat’s milk (Gandhi 272–73,
328). Even this small concession troubled his compassionate and dedicated
mind (Gandhi 455). We can rest assured that an informed Gandhi would
have nothing to do with the milk or flesh of Western factory farms. Gandhi
“respected the rights of all creatures to fulfill their lives” (Kinsley 65).
Early Western visitors to India marveled at the way in which spiritual
teachings were realized in daily life (Jacobsen 288). One surprised and
frustrated visitor noted:
Pesticides spell killing. . . small and perhaps invisible insects. . . . This
killing is anathema [for Hindus]. . . . By nature, the [Indian]
agriculturist is generous, wanting to bestow on others what he reaps
out of Mother Earth. He [sic] does not think that he alone should enjoy

the fruits of his labor. . . to kill those unseen and unknown lives. . . is
foreign to his nature. . . . It takes some time for [them]. . . to get
acclimatized to the very conception of killing tiny helpless and
unarmed creatures.
(Curtin 71, from Journal of the Indian Pesticide Industry)
In fact, the Manu Smriti speaks against occupations in agriculture because
such work “causes injury to many beings. . . . [T]he wooden implement with
iron point injures the earth and the beings living in the earth” (Embree,
Hindu 94). For many Indians, profiting from animal suffering is simply not
worthwhile in light of karma and reincarnation. Hindus believe that a soul
continues to take birth in different life-forms [reincarnation]. . . . [T]here is
a profound opposition in the Hindu religion. . . to the institutionalized
breeding and killing of animals, [including] birds, and fish for human
consumption. . . . [Such] abuse and exploitation of nature for selfish gain is
considered unjust and sacrilegious. (Dwivedi 6)
Given the spiritual law of ahimsa, it is not surprising that Hindus have been
largely vegetarian for centuries; even today “a substantial part of the
population is vegetarian” (Brockington 205). “Almost all the Hindu scriptures
place a strong emphasis on the notion that God’s grace cannot be received
by killing animals or harming other creatures. That is why not eating meat is
considered both appropriate conduct and one’s dharma,” or duty (Dwivedi
7). The ancient Indian laws of Manu warn, “A person who kills an animal for
meat will die of a violent death as many times as there are hairs of that
killed animal” (Dwivedi 7). Raising and killing animals for food is
sacrilegious. In India the “wanton killing of animals is little better than
murder, and meat eating is little better than cannibalism” (Basham 58).
Perhaps the most renowned aspect of Hindu ideology is reverence for cows—
a creature that Westerners have long disparaged as stupid and expendable.
Yet in India, the cow is sacred (Agarwal). A Vedic hymn, titled “The Cow” is
in part addressed to the cow and exclaims, “[L]et them lie down in the cowshed! Let them be pleased in us!” (Maurer 291). This Vedic hymn, written to
honor cows sometime before 1000 BCE, identifies the cow with the entire
universe (Embree, Hindu 39–40). Many Indians treat cattle with respect
because they symbolize munificence and mother’s love, and because they
provide life-sustaining milk when a mother cannot breast-feed her child.
“The cow is venerated as the great provider and is naturally therefore
identified with the earth and regarded as too sacred to be killed”
(Brockington 205). Indians reference “mother-cow-love,” and Indian
literature often compares a good mother to a cow, running to those who are
in need “as a cow runs to her calf” (Mahabharata 58).

Cows also symbolize human responsibility to animals. The principle of
protecting the gentle and largely defenseless cow expresses our own
vulnerability and need of protection. Protecting those least able to protect
themselves demonstrates “reverence for all forms of life” and acknowledges
that we, too, “are related to and dependent on the whole creation” (Rao 34).
In this sense, worshiping cattle “is taken as symbolic of reverence and
respect for all forms of life” (Kinsley 65). As the earth nurtures us, so must
we nurture others who are in need—whether a cow or a Barkudia skink (a
legless lizard found only in India, now so rare as to be sighted only once in
the last eighty-seven years).
In the Hindu tradition, humans are part of a larger whole. The Upanishads
include many teachings of “oneness,” reminding believers that all things are
“the One that lies behind all” (Zaehner 7). In this spiritual vision of oneness,
none is an island unto itself—each shares the essence of every other earthly
element as well as the essence of God, or Brahman. Brahman, in turn, is
understood to lie behind and within ourselves and all that we see and know
on earth (Embree, Sources 30). “This Great Being. . . dwells in the heart of
all creatures as their innermost Self. . . . His hands and feet are everywhere;
his eyes and mouths are everywhere. His ears are everywhere. He pervades
everything in the universe” (Svetasvatara). Oneness admits of no
separation; the many wondrous animals and every aspect of earth are
recognized as indistinct from God:
O Brahman Supreme!
Formless art thou, and yet. . .
Thou bringest forth many forms. . . .
Thou
Thou
Thou
Thou

art
art
art
art

the fire,
the sun,
the air. . .
Brahman Supreme. . . .

Thou art the dark butterfly,
Thou art the green parrot with red eyes,
Thou art the thunder cloud, the seasons, the seas.
(Svetasvatara)
The Upanishads teach that the inner essence of each living being is identical
with the inner essence of every other being. “[A]s by one clod of clay all that
is made of clay is known,” so all things are one in essence (Chandogya 92).
To know what it is to be human is to understand what it is to be a flounder
or myriapod. As a pinch of salt placed in water cannot be seen or touched,
but changes freshwater to salt water, so the subtle essence of life runs

through all, cannot be perceived or touched, but pervades the giant squid,
the massasauga, and the endangered broad-nosed gentle lemur (Chandogya
104–05). The ground of each individual’s being “is identical with the ground
of the universe,” whether that individual is mollusk or bird (Embree, Hindu
59). As all rivers flow to join one great sea, so do all living beings come from
separate bodies, but we are united by this shared “subtle essence”
(Chandogya 102).
The Mahabharata also teaches oneness of being. Those who are spiritually
learned are said to behold all beings in Self, Self in all beings, and God in
both. The Mahabharata reminds that “all living beings have souls, and God
resides as their inner soul” (Dwivedi 5). More directly, all that exists is God
(Dwivedi 5). Hindu writings teach the devoted that any thread of the divine
that flows through human beings, flows through all. In the worldview of the
Mahabharata, the universe and everything in the universe has been “created
as an abode of the Supreme God” (Dwivedi 5). God is in all that exists, and
all that exists is “meant for the benefit of all” (Dwivedi 5). This means that
human beings may not dominate. Each species is expected to live “as part of
the system, in close relationship with other species” but without any one
species dominating or exploiting others (Dwivedi 5).
This message of oneness is heightened in the most famous portion of the
Mahabharata, the Bhagavad Gita, where Krishna (one form of the great God
Vishnu) reveals himself saying, “I am the life of all living beings. . . . All
beings have their rest in me. . . . In all living beings I am the light of
consciousness” (Bhagavad 74, 80, 86). The Bhagavad Gita reminds Hindus:
“I am not lost to one who sees me in all things and sees all things in me,”
and those who love God must have “love for all creation” (6. 30, L. Nelson
95). God is the life of all that exists, and Hindus are instructed to extend
compassion to all fellow beings (Nelson 67). A holy person (assumed to be a
man in most religious literature) sees himself in the heart of all beings and
he sees all beings in his heart. . . . And when he sees me in all and he sees
all in me, then I never leave him and he never leaves me. He who in this
oneness of love, loves me in whatever he sees, wherever this man may live,
in truth this man lives in me. And he is the greatest Yogi he whose vision is
ever one: when the pleasure and pain of others is his own pleasure and
pain. (Bhagavad 71–72)
In the Bhagavad Gita, a pundit is one who “treats a cow, an elephant, a dog,
and an outcaste” with the same high regard because God is all, and those
who are spiritually advanced, those who are true devotees of the divine, find
“in all creation the presence of God” (Dwivedi 5).

The Hindu worldview holds that people “have no special privilege or
authority over other creatures. . . [but] they do have more obligations and
duties” (Dwivedi 6). Writings from the second century BCE present specific
duties expected of Hindu citizens (in this case citizens of the Mauryan
empire), including both nonviolence and compassion (James 504).
Compassion is also a common theme in the great epics, evident in revered
personalities—those who are gods in human form. For example, in a dream
near the end of the Mahabharata, Yudhishthira (one of the five Pandavas)
finds himself in a great desert where he is befriended by a small brown dog.
All of his beloved human companions die for want of water, but the dog
remains. When the god Indra arrives to rescue him from the “death-desert,”
Yudhishthira first inquires as to the whereabouts of his lost human
companions and is told they have “gone before” (Mahabharata 365). Indra
then encourages Yudhishthira to join them:
“Come, get in.”
“Lord of the Past and Present,” said Yudhishthira, “this little dog who
is my last companion must also go.”
“No,” said Indra. “You cannot enter heaven with a dog at your heels. .
..”
“He is devoted to me and looks to me for protection. Left alone he
would die here.”
“There is no place for dogs in heaven. . . . It cannot be. ”
Yudhishthira frowned. “It cannot be otherwise.”
“Don’t you understand: You have won heaven! Immortality and
prosperity and happiness in all directions are yours. Only leave that
animal and come with me; that will not be cruel. . . . ”
“I do not turn away my dog; I turn away you. I will not surrender a
faithful dog to you. . . . ”
“But I can’t take him! I’ll put him to sleep; there will be no pain. No
one will know. ”
“Lord of Heaven,” said Yudhishthira, “you have my permission to go.”

“Your splendor will fill the three worlds if you will but enter my car
alone,” said Indra. “You have left everyone else—why not this
worthless dog?”
“I am decided,” answered Yudhishthira.
(Mahabharata 365–66)
Here we see a moral and spiritual champion, Yudhishthira, turn away the
great god Indra—and life in paradise with his loved ones—for the sake of
stray dog. As it turns out, the stray dog soon transforms into Dharma, the
God of moral law. Yudhishthira is praised for his steadfast commitment to a
small, common mutt against the will of Indra, and against what most of us
might consider common sense. The lesson is clear: Compassion and loyalty
to all beings is central to the spiritual live and critical to salvation.
The Hindu tradition has much that might help us to heal our world, and to
heal our relations with other creatures. The earliest roots of Indian religion
reveal nature as sacred. Spiritual visions of transmigration, karma, oneness,
and ahimsa remind Hindus that they are not separate from the world around
them, but are spiritually tied to all living beings, and that all creatures share
similar interests. Indian sacred literature provides a wealth of warm and
personable, vibrant and fascinating animal characters, from monkeys and
bears to snakes and dogs. Indian God’s are associated with animals. Hindu
mythology does not draw stark lines between species, or between the gods
and earthly creatures: An individual can be born of deer and human; a god
can manifest as human, tortoise, or man-lion, and a small, playful monkey
can turn out to be the god, Hanuman. These mixed personalities remind
readers that people are one small part of a larger community, that all beings
share the spark of life and the light of the divine, and that our very salvation
is dependant on life-choices that express this spiritual understanding.
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